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We report on the low-temperature thermal expansion and magnetostriction of the single-impurity
quadrupolar Kondo candidate Y1−xPrxIr2Zn20. In the dilute limit, we find a quadrupolar strain
that possesses a singular dependence on temperature T , εu ∼ H2 log 1/T , for a small but finite
magnetic field H. Together with the previously reported anomalous specific heat C, this implies
a quadrupolar Grüneisen ratio Γu = ∂T εu/C ∼ H2/(T 2 log 1/T ) whose divergence for finite H is
consistent with the scenario of a quadrupolar Kondo effect. In addition, we find a singular behavior
of the isotropic strain εB in zero magnetic field resulting in a divergence of both the volume thermal
expansion and the volume Grüneisen parameter. We speculate that this behavior might be also
induced by putative Kondo correlations via elastic anharmonicities or static strain disorder.

In solid state physics, non-Fermi liquid phases describe
unconventional metallic states of matter. Such exotic
phases have been extensively studied in the framework
of heavy fermion (HF) quantum criticality [1]. A mag-
netic quantum critical point typically forms in Ce- and
Yb-based intermetallic systems that are located in be-
tween a Kondo screened Fermi-liquid and a long range
antiferromagnetically ordered state. The divergence of
the Grüneisen parameter, defined as the ratio of volume
thermal expansion to specific heat, is a universal signa-
ture of pressure sensitive quantum critical points [2, 3].

In addition, there has been a particular focus on ex-
ploring non-Fermi liquid states that are related to electric
quadrupole moments and on identifying potential links
between these states and magnetic HF quantum critical-
ity [4–7]. Quadrupolar ground states form, for instance,
in non-Kramers Pr- and U-based intermetallics, given
that certain symmetry constraints are fulfilled. Possi-
ble cause for unconventional metallic behavior in these
materials is the quadrupolar Kondo effect, which was
postulated by Cox in 1987 [8]. Here, the simultaneous
overscreening of a localized quadrupole moment by two-
channels of conduction electrons, which are related to
their spin degree of freedom, leads to non-Fermi liquid
behavior in specific heat (C/T ∝ log 1/T ), electrical re-
sisitivity (ρ/ρ0 ∝ 1 +A

√
T ) and quadrupole susceptibil-

ity (χQ ∝ log 1/T ) as well as an unconventional residual
entropy of S = R log

√
2 [9].

Cubic Pr-based 1-2-20 systems are prototypical to
study such novel quadrupolar [10, 11] as well as higher
multipolar related correlation effects [12–14]. PrIr2Zn20,
for instance, has a well defined quadrupolar non-Kramers
Γ3 ground state doublet (point group Td) [15] and dis-
plays clear signatures of the quadrupolar Kondo lattice
effect [4], which are cut off by antiferroquadrupolar or-

der at 0.11 K [16]. Recent studies on highly diluted
Y1−xPrxIr2Zn20 provided direct evidence of the single-
impurity quadrupolar Kondo effect, based on characteris-
tic non-Fermi liquid behaviors found in the specific heat,
electrical resistivity and elastic constant [5, 17]. Never-
theless, evidence for the residual entropy S = R log

√
2

remains elusive so far [5].

The concept of the Grüneisen parameter can be gener-
alized to all irreducible representations of elastic strains.
Such a generalized Grüneisen parameter is expected to
diverge close to a quantum critical point provided that
the associated stress couples to a relevant operator of
the critical fixed-point [2, 18]. For the single-impurity
quadrupolar Kondo fixed-point, this is the case for the
quadrupolar stress σu, that breaks the cubic symmetry,
and, as a consequence, destabilizes the non-Fermi liquid
physics and quenches the residual entropy. This implies
that the quadrupolar Grüneisen ratio Γu = (∂T εu)/C di-
verges in a characteristic manner. Here, εu = (2εzz −
εxx − εyy)/

√
3 is the strain component of the Γ3 dou-

blet that is conjugate to σu with the corresponding
thermal expansion αu = ∂T εu and C = Cm/Vm the
specific heat with the molar volume Vm and the mo-
lar specific heat Cm. Using a thermodynamic identity,
Γu = 1/T (dT/dσu)S also quantifies the adiabatic change
of temperature upon the variation of σu and thus de-
scribes an elastocaloric effect [19].

The application of a magnetic field H will split the
non-Kramers Γ3 doublet resulting in a finite quadrupole
moment 〈Q〉 ∼ χQH

2 of each Pr3+ ion, that is propor-
tional to H2 for small fields due to time-reversal sym-
metry. This induces a local quadrupolar strain via the
elastic coupling gΓ3

, and after averaging over Pr disorder
results in a homogeneous strain εu ∼ gΓ3nPrχQH

2/cu
where nPr is the Pr3+ density and cu = (c11 − c12)/2
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the corresponding elastic constant. The quadrupolar
Kondo effect predicts χQ ∼ log 1/T resulting in a sin-
gular temperature dependence of the quadrupolar strain
εu ∼ nPrH

2 log 1/T . Finally, using that the specific heat
at low temperatures is dominated by the contribution of
the Pr3+ ions, Cm ∼ nPrT log 1/T for small magnetic
fields [5], one expects for the quadrupolar Grüneisen pa-
rameter Γu ∼ H2/(T 2 log 1/T ). Consequently, thermal
expansion and magnetostriction experiments are ideally
suited for the investigation of the non-Fermi liquid be-
havior associated with the quadrupolar Kondo effect.

In this work, we perform such measurements on highly
diluted single crystalline Y1−xPrxIr2Zn20. As our key
finding, we confirm experimentally that the temperature
dependence for the quadrupolar strain εu and the as-
sociated quadrupolar Grüneisen parameter Γu is indeed
consistent with the suggested quadrupolar Kondo sce-
nario [5, 17]. Remarkably, we also find that the vol-
ume strain εB shows a similar singular behavior in zero
magnetic field although isotropic stress does not directly
couple to a relevant operator of the quadrupolar Kondo
fixed-point. We speculate that an indirect coupling might
be generated either by elastic anharmonicities or by static
strain disorder accounting for the experimentally ob-
served divergence in the volume thermal expansion.

Ultrahigh-resolution thermal expansion and magne-
tostriction measurements were carried out in a dilution
refrigerator using a miniaturized capacitive dilatome-
ter [20]. Central to this study is a highly diluted
Y1−xPrxIr2Zn20 single crystal with x = 0.036, for which
relative length changes were measured along a cubic 〈100〉
direction, with magnetic fields applied either parallel or
perpendicular to the measurement direction. The mag-
netic field direction is defined as [001] in the following, so
that εzz and εxx correspond to longitudinal ε‖ and trans-
verse strain ε⊥, respectively. As the applied field does not
break the symmetry within the (x, y) plane, we can as-
sume that εxx = εyy. The measurement of longitudinal
and transverse strain in magnetic field then allows to infer
the values of the isotropic strain εB = εxx+εyy+εzz and
the quadrupolar strain εu, as detailed in the Supplemen-
tal Material (SM) [21]. An unavoidable side effect of the
experimental technique is a small force of approximately
4 N [20] acting on the sample along the measurement di-
rection, which corresponds to a tiny unixial stress of a
few MPa. To clarify whether this effect has an impact
on the deduced relative length changes, we performed
complementary measurements on a [111] oriented single
crystal with a comparable Pr-concentration of x = 0.033.
For further characterization, a special uniaxial stress ca-
pacitive dilatometer [27], that exerts a roughly fifteen
times larger force on the sample than the miniaturized
dilatometer, was employed. For details on the single crys-
talline samples examined in this study, see SM [21].

First, we discuss the quadrupolar thermal expansion
coefficient αu = ∂T εu of Y1−xPrxIr2Zn20 with x = 0.036.

FIG. 1. (a) Temperature dependence of the quadrupolar
thermal expansion coefficient αu at various magnetic fields
H ‖ [001]. The dashed lines are crystal electric field (CEF)
calculations. (b) Quadrupolar Grüneisen parameter normal-
ized to magnetic field Γu/H

2 as a function of temperature
for H ‖ [001]. The black solid line denotes the theoretically
expected temperature dependence of Γu for the quadrupolar
Kondo effect. The inset shows αu/H

2 vs. T on a log-log scale,
together with power law divergences as dashed and solid lines.

The respective data is derived from the measurement of
the longitudinal α‖ and the volume thermal expansion β

for H ‖ [001] via the the relation αu =
√

3(α‖ − β/3).
A detailed derivation of this relation and an overview of
the data of α‖ and β is provided in the SM [21]. The
quadrupolar thermal expansion coefficient αu is shown
in Fig. 1(a) on a logarithmic temperature scale ranging
from 0.05 K to 4 K for various magnetic fields up to 10 T.
For small fields, αu increases down to lowest tempera-
tures. At around 1.5 T a maximum develops whose posi-
tion shifts to higher temperatures as a function of increas-
ing field. At the same time, the height of the maximum
continuously decreases with H. For µ0H >∼ 8 T, this
peak is quantitatively captured by crystal electric field
(CEF) calculations [21] as indicated by the dashed lines.

The ratio αu/(µ0H)2 is shown in the inset of Fig. 1(b).
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FIG. 2. Quadrupolar thermal expansion coefficient normal-
ized to magnetic field αu/(µ0H)2 as a function of temperature
for magnetic field H ‖ [001]. The dashed solid line indicates
the T−1 single-impurity quadrupole Kondo dependence. Ar-
rows denote a characteristic temperature T ∗, below which de-
viations from the universal single-impurity quadrupole Kondo
behavior arise. The inset displays T ∗ as a function of mag-
netic field, with the red solid line indicating a H2 field depen-
dence.

For temperatures kBT � µBµ0H, the data collapses onto
a single curve that exhibits a crossover from a αu/H

2 ∼
∂TχQ ∼ 1/T behavior at low temperature, consistent
with the quadrupolar Kondo effect, to a 1/T 2 depen-
dence at high temperature as expected for a Curie sus-
ceptibility χQ ∼ 1/T of a fully localized Γ3 doublet[21].
The crossover temperature of ∼ 0.6 K is consistent with
previous studies [5, 17]. By using the molar 4f spe-
cific heat Cm [21], measured on a single crystal from
the same batch with a comparable Pr-concentration of
x = 0.044, we evaluate the quadrupolar Grüneisen pa-
rameter that follows the expected singular behavior Γu ∼
H2/(T 2 log 1/T ) for low magnetic fields as shown by the
black solid line in Fig. 1(b). The crossover field of ap-
proximately 2 T is comparable to the crossover field as
suggested by the measurement of αu.

Within the framework of the quadrupolar Kondo
model, the deviation from the characteristic quadrupole
Kondo behavior for larger magnetic fields can be
attributed to both a channel- and a quadrupolar-
asymmetry, induced in linear and quadratic order in
H, respectively. At small fields, the first effect is ex-
pected to dominate and results in a crossover temper-
ature T ∗ ∼ H2, see Ref. [9], separating non-Fermi and
Fermi-liquid behavior. In order to specify the origin of
the magnetic field induced crossover in highly diluted
Y1−xPrxIr2Zn20, Fig. 2 displays the data of αu/(µ0H)2

on a logarithmic temperature scale at small magnetic
fields up to 2.5 T. The crossover temperature T ∗, which is

FIG. 3. Magnetic field variation of the quadrupolar magne-
tostriction εu for H ‖ [001] at different temperatures. The
dashed lines are CEF calculations. The inset shows the
quadrupole susceptibility χQ extracted from the quadratic
dependence εu ∼ nPrχQH

2 at small H for three different Pr
concentrations x. The CEF prediction is shown as a solid blue
line, whose temperature dependence is characterized by the
superposition of a constant Van Vleck, χVV, and a C/T Curie
contribution which cannot describe the experimental data at
low T .

determined as the temperature at which deviations from
the universal single-impurity quadrupole Kondo behav-
ior arise, is indicated by an arrow for each magnetic field.
The inset displays the characteristic temperature T ∗ as
a function of magnetic field, whereby the red solid line
indicates a quadratic magnetic field dependence. Indeed,
the characteristic temperature T ∗ estimated from the
quadrupolar thermal expansion data can be well scaled
with T ∗ ∼ H2. This indicates that the field induced
channel-asymmetry is the dominating perturbation at
low magnetic field leading to the experimentally found
deviations from the quadrupole Kondo behavior at low
temperature, which is in very good agreement with the
theoretical expectation.

The results on the quadrupolar thermal expansion
coefficient αu and the quadrupolar Grüneisen param-
eter Γu, which are indicative of the single-impurity
quadrupole Kondo effect, are further corroborated by
the quadrupolar magnetostriction εu displayed in Fig. 3.
The quadrupolar magnetostriction coefficient εu is de-
rived from the measurement of the longitudinal ε‖ and
the volume magnetostriction coefficient εB by using the
relation εu =

√
3(ε‖ − εB/3) for H ‖ [001]. The data of

ε‖ and εB used for the calculation of εu is provided in the
SM [21]. By analyzing the initial quadratic field depen-
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dence of εu ∼ nPrχQH
2 [21], we extract the quadrupolar

susceptibility χQ that is shown for various Pr doping x
in the inset of Fig. 3. The CEF calculation, that pre-
dicts a Curie-like 1/T temperature dependence on top
of a constant Van Vleck contribution, can only capture
the behavior of χQ at elevated temperature. At low T
and for the lowest doping concentration x = 0.036 our
results are consistent with a logarithmic temperature de-
pendence of χQ. For higher doping, the susceptibility
is suppressed at low temperatures indicating a quench-
ing of the quadrupolar Kondo effect, likely induced by
interactions between Pr3+ ions.

We now turn to the discussion of the volume thermal
expansion coefficient β = ∂T εB. In Fig. 4(a), β is shown
for the highly diluted single crystal with x = 0.036. Re-
markably, the thermal expansion coefficient at zero field
increases down to lowest temperatures. This continuous
increase is quenched by the application of a field and, for
µ0H >∼ 6 T, the volume thermal expansion practically
vanishes. Similarly, β is also suppressed by larger dop-
ing as shown in the inset for zero field. The continuous
increase of β on cooling at zero field and low doping is un-
expected at first sight as the influence of the quadrupolar
moments should in lowest order average out in the bulk
thermal expansion. A parasitic signal could potentially
arise from the presence of a small uniaxial stress from
the sample holder that is on the order of a few MPa
in case of the miniaturized dilatometer and breaks the
isotropy of the environment. In order to clarify this in-
fluence, we compare in Fig. 4(b) the uniaxial thermal
expansion along crystallographic [001] and [111] direc-
tions measured on two single crystals with almost the
same doping level. While a uniaxial stress along [111]
only activates the bulk strain εB, a uniaxial stress along
[001] induces both bulk and quadrupolar strains where
the latter couples linearly to the Γ3 ground state dou-
blet of the Pr3+ ions. At very low temperature, we find
indeed a difference between α[001] and α[111] that we at-
tribute to the presence of a small uniaxial stress exerted
by the dilatometer.

To demonstrate the tremendous effect of uniaxial stress
along [001], we performed a complementary measurement
using a uniaxial stress dilatometer with an applied uniax-
ial stress approximately fifteen times larger than in the
miniaturized dilatometer, see Fig. 4(c). Under higher
uniaxial stress, the divergence of α[001] is suppressed
and a maximum forms at around 0.11 K, suggesting the
breakdown of the two-channel Kondo effect due to the
linear in strain splitting of the Γ3 ground state doublet.

Figure 4(d) displays the temperature dependence of
α[111] measured with both the miniaturized and the uni-
axial stress dilatometer at zero magnetic field. As there
is no notable difference between the two data sets, we
conclude that the divergent temperature dependence of
α[111] is in fact an intrinsic volume effect and not arti-
ficially induced by the uniaxial stress applied externally

FIG. 4. (a) Volume thermal expansion coefficient β as a
function of temperature at various magnetic fields H ‖ [001].
The inset shows β at zero magnetic field for three different Pr-
concentrations x. (b) Temperature dependencies of the uni-
axial thermal expansion coefficients α[001] and α[111] measured
with the miniaturized dilatometer at zero magnetic field. (c)
Temperature dependencies of α[001] measured with the minia-
turized (closed circles) and the uniaxial stress dilatometer
(open circles). (d) Temperature dependencies of α[111] ob-
tained by the miniaturized (filled circles) and the uniaxial
stress dilatometer (open circles) together with specific heat
data, partially taken from Ref. [5].The blue solid line is a fit
to α[111] using αfit = γCm +bT−1. The inset displays the tem-
perature dependence of the bulk Grüneisen parameter ΓB.

along the measurement direction. This result is strik-
ing as it is markedly different from the molar specific
heat of the 4f electrons Cm as shown by the red sym-
bols. The thermal expansion is well described by a fit
αfit = γCm + b/T (blue line) that assumes two contribu-
tions. The first obeys Grüneisen scaling with a constant
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γ and the second contribution diverges like 1/T , which
is reminiscent of the behavior of αu/H

2 shown in the in-
set of Fig. 1(b). Consequently, the bulk Grüneisen ratio
ΓB = Vm3α[111]/Cm ≈ 3Vmγ + 3Vmb/(TCm) exhibits a
divergence as a function of temperature similar to Γu/H

2

shown in Fig. 1(b).
In the following, we speculate on the origin of this sur-

prising finding of an intrinsic bulk thermal expansion that
increases down to lowest temperatures. The elastic cou-
pling gΓ3

to the non-Kramers Γ3 doublet leads in second
order perturbation theory to the following correction to
the elastic Hamiltonian

δH = −
g2

Γ3
χQ

2

∑
α

(ε2
u(~rα) + ε2

v(~rα)). (1)

Here, εu/v(~rα) are the two components of the local
quadrupolar strain doublet at the position ~rα of the
Pr3+ ion with index α. After averaging over Pr disor-
der this Hamiltonian recovers the renormalization of the
quadrupolar elastic constant δcu = −nPrg

2
Γ3
χQ whose

temperature dependence was confirmed by elastic con-
stant measurements [17]. Treating the Hamiltonian of
Eq. (1) in perturbation theory, one obtains a correction
to the free energy density of the form δf ∼ δcu

2 〈ε
2
u/v〉.

Here, a finite expectation value 〈ε2
u/v〉 might arise either

from dynamic zero-point fluctuations of the quadrupo-
lar strain or from static strain disorder [21]. This re-
sults in a contribution to the bulk thermal expansion
δβ = ∂p∂T δf = − 1

2 (∂pnPrg
2
Γ3
〈ε2

u/v〉)∂TχQ. The diver-

gence δβ ∼ 1/T originating from χQ ∼ log 1/T is consis-
tent with the observations in Fig. 4(d).

Hence, dynamic as well as static strain fluctuations
can in principle explain the observed singular behavior
in β. However, both scenarios also imply a contribu-
tion to the specific heat δCm ∼ 1/T , which so far has
not been successfully identified. A possible reason is a
small prefactor of δCm, or, equivalently, a large effec-
tive Grüneisen parameter δΓB = δβ/δCm characteriz-
ing the hydrostatic pressure dependence of nPrg

2
Γ3
〈ε2

u/v〉.
This dependence can arise from elastic anharmonici-
ties, e.g., via the elastic coupling gΓ3

(p) or, in case of
strain disorder, from a response of nPr〈ε2

u/v〉 to pressure

changes. From Fig. 4(d) we can estimate a lower bound
ΓB > 2.15 GPa−1, and with the isothermal compress-
ibility κT ≈ 0.01 GPa−1, estimated from elastic constant
measurements on PrIr2Zn20 [28], this implies a dimen-
sionless Grüneisen parameter δΓBκT at least of the order
of 200 to be compared with a typical value of 1 for metals
[29]. As elastic anharmonicities are in general unlikely to
account for such large values, this suggests static strain
disorder to be at its origin. Hydrostatic pressure will in-
fluence the local strain distribution and might thus affect
sensitively the quadrupolar environment of each Pr ions
resulting in a large response. Local strain fields were also
invoked to explain the temperature and field dependence

of the specific heat [5] and the elastic constant [17], re-
spectively. Future nuclear quadrupolar resonance (NQR)
measurements might help clarifying this issue.

In this work, we established the symmetrized
quadrupolar expansivity, i.e., thermal expansion and
magnetostriction, as well as the quadrupolar Grüneisen
parameter as a highly sensitive probe to uncover
quadrupolar fluctuations. For the example of highly di-
luted Y1−xPrxIr2Zn20 we demonstrated that it gives ac-
cess to the quadrupolar susceptibility. Our experimental
results are in excellent agreement with expectations for
the single-impurity quadrupolar Kondo effect and cor-
roborate its emergence in this material. On a more gen-
eral note, we anticipate the quadrupolar expansivity and
quadrupolar Grüneisen parameter to become an impor-
tant tool also for the investigation of other materials with
pronounced quadrupolar correlations, in particular, for
materials close to a nematic quantum critical point as
discussed for certain cuprate and iron pnictide supercon-
ductors [30, 31].
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Supplemental Material for
“Divergent Thermal Expansion and Grüneisen Ratio in a Quadrupolar Kondo Metal”

A. Wörl, M. Garst, Y. Yamane, S. Bachus, T. Onimaru, and P. Gegenwart

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

This section provides detailed information on the investigated single crystalline samples of Y1−xPrxIr2Zn20. Fur-
thermore, the two different capacitive dilatometer employed in this study are briefly introduced.

Y1−xPrxIr2Zn20 Single Crystals

The Y1−xPrxIr2Zn20 single crystals studied in this work were grown by use of a Zn self-flux technique. For more
details on the single crystal growth process, we refer to Ref. [22]. In this study, we focus on four differently doped
Y1−xPrxIr2Zn20 single crystals with Pr-concentrations of x = 0.033, 0.036, 0.09 and 0.49. The shape, crystallographic
directions and dimensions of each single crystal are illustrated in Fig. S1, whereby the given length values were
determined with an accuracy of ±0.001 mm.

The Pr concentrations x of the single crystalline sample with x = 0.49 was determined by use of electron-probe
microanalysis (EPMA), whereby the uncertainty in the concentration is ∆x±0.06. As EPMA turned out as not sensi-
tive enough for characterizing the higher diluted samples with x = 0.033, x = 0.036 and x = 0.09, their magnetization
was measured at 1.8 K and 1 T and the respective Pr-concentration estimated by comparing the experimental value
with the theoretical one suggested by the crystal electric field (CEF) calculation. These are the same characterization
procedures as already applied in previous studies [5, 17, 22]. The single crystal with x = 0.044 on which the specific
heat presented in Fig. 4(d) of the main paper was measured, is from the identical sample batch as the two highly
diluted single crystals with x = 0.033 and x = 0.036, on which the thermal expansion was obtained. The uncertainty
in the Pr concentration of the three highly diluted single crystals with x = 0.033, x = 0.036 and x = 0.044 is estimated
at ∆x = ±0.01. The Pr content of these three single crystalline samples can therefore be considered as the same
within the estimated error of the experimental technique used for the determination of the Pr concentration. The
uncertainty in the Pr concentration of the single crystalline sample with x = 0.09 is estimated at ∆x = ±0.02.

The previously published values for the residual resistance ratio (RRR) of Y1−xPrxIr2Zn20 imply that the highly
diluted single crystals are of very high quality. The RRR of the highly diluted sample with x = 0.036 is estimated at
160, which is the value determined previously for a sample (x = 0.044) from the same batch [22]. By increasing the
Pr-concentration the RRR decreases continuously, which can be explained by increasing disorder. The RRR of the
x = 0.49 sample is estimated at only 8, which is the previously reported value of a single crystal (x = 0.44) from the
same batch [22].

FIG. S1. Sketches of the studied Y1−xPrxIr2Zn20 single crystals which illustrate the shape, crystallographic directions and
dimensions for each single crystal.
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Dilatometry

Ultrahigh resolution relative length change measurements were carried out by employing a miniaturized capacitive
dilatometer [20]. The dilatometer is made of a copper beryllium alloy and has super compact dimensions of 15 mm×
14 mm× 14.7 mm [20]. This allows for its rotation inside the small sample space of a dilution refrigerator and enables
relative length change measurements both parallel and perpendicular to magnetic field.

The relative length change ∆L of the sample was determined by measuring the capacitance of the dilatometer as a
function of temperature or magnetic field. To convert the respective capacitance values into relative length changes,
we used the formula by Pott and Schefzyk [24], which takes account of the maximal adjustable capacitance value Cmax

of the dilatometer. This corrects a small error which originates from non perfectly parallel capacitor plates. For the
miniaturized capacitive dilatometer, the maximal adjustable capacitance value is Cmax = 50 pF. The capacitor plate
radius of the miniaturized dilatometer is 5 mm [20].

As the sample is clamped by four leaf springs into the dilatometer, a small inevitable force acts on the sample
in measurement direction. This force varies with the adjusted capacitance value and equals 4 N when the capacitive
dilatometer is operated at a capacitance value of 20 pF [20]. As measurements on the different samples were performed
at capacitance values ranging between 19.8 pF and 20.7 pF, we simply assume that the same force of 4 N acts on all
investigated samples. The uniaxial stress on the sample is estimated as σ = F/A, where F = 4 N is the force exerted
on the sample by the miniaturized capacitive dilatometer and A and the surface area of the sample. As the sample
shapes are close to rectangular (cf. Fig. S1), we approximately calculate the surface area by the lengths of the two
sides perpendicular to the measurement direction.

To quantify the impact of uniaxial stress on the measurement results, we carried out additional thermal expansion
measurements on the x = 0.036 (along [001]) and on the x = 0.033 (along [111]) single crystals by use of a uniaxial
stress dilatometer [27]. This dilatometer is also manufactured from a copper beryllium alloy and its working principle
is identical to the previously described miniaturized capacitive dilatometer, with the important difference that its leaf
springs are much stronger, therefore exerting a higher force on the sample. Furthermore, it has a larger capacitor
plate radius of 7 mm [27]. Relative length changes were calculated by the same procedure as discussed above, whereby
the maximal adjustable capacitance value of the uniaxial stress dilatometer is Cmax = 90 pF. The force acting on the
sample in measurement was estimated by means of the previously published relation between capacitance and force
[27], which yields approximately 59.1 N and 58.7 N for the measurements on the x = 0.033 and x = 0.036 samples,
respectively. After the measurement under high uniaxial stress the appearance of the two investigated samples was
checked. The x = 0.036 sample did not show any indication of damage. The x = 0.033 sample exhibited small cracks.

The thermal expansion and magnetostriction curves presented in the main text are background corrected, whereby
the cell effect of the dilatometer was determined by measuring relative length changes of the capacitive dilatometer
with a Cu specimen placed inside.

THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

Crystal Electric Field Hamiltonian

The fully localized quadrupole moments of each Pr3+ ion (J = 4) is described by the crystal electric field (CEF)
Hamiltonian [26] for the Td point group of the cubic crystal symmetry

HCEF = W

[
x

60
(O0

4 + 5O4
4) +

1− |x|
1260

(O0
6 − 21O4

6)

]
− gJµBJH (S1)

where Oqk are the Stevens operators given in terms of the angular momentum operator J . The CEF parameters used to
describe the thermal expansion and magnetostriction of Y1−xPrxIr2Zn20 (x = 0.036) are W = −1.50 K and x = 0.537.
The same parameters were used previously in order to account for the temperature and field dependence of entropy
for a sample with a comparable Pr concentration of x = 0.044 [23]. We note that the value W = −1.50 K differs
slightly from the value W = −1.22 K [15], which was suggested by inelastic neutron scattering on pure PrIr2Zn20.
Possible explanation for the difference between the Y diluted system and pure system is a strengthening of the CEF
effect due the smaller ionic radius of Y as compared to Pr. The second term of the Hamiltonian is the Zeeman term,
where gJ is the Landé factor and µB the Bohr magneton.

In the absence of a magnetic field H, the groundstate of Eq. (S1) is given by a degenerate non-Kramers doublet
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with quadrupolar Γ3 symmetry,

|Γ3,+〉 =

√
7

24

(
|4〉 −

√
10

7
|0〉+ | − 4〉

)
, (S2)

|Γ3,−〉 =

√
1

2

(
|2〉+ | − 2〉

)
, (S3)

with the spin eigenstates |m〉 and m ∈ {−4,−3, ..., 3, 4}. These states can be associated with the Hilbert-space of a
pseudospin operator σΓ3 . An important role is played by the Stevens operators O0

2 ∝ 2J2
z −J2

x−J2
y and O2

2 ∝ J2
x−J2

y .
After projection onto the degenerate groundstate doublet, these operators can be identified with components of the
pseudospin operator σΓ3 . Consequently, their thermal expectation value with respect to the non-Kramers doublet
vanishes at zero magnetic field, 〈Oq2〉 = 0 for q = 0, 2. We will be particularly interested in a finite magnetic field applied
along the cubic crystal axis [001] that splits the doublet and leads to a finite expectation value of 〈O0

2〉 ∼ O(H2).

Quadrupolar Kondo coupling to the conduction electrons

The local pseudospin σΓ3
will couple with a Kondo exchange coupling JK to the conduction electrons via two

channels corresponding to the two electronic spin-configurations potentially realizing the two-channel Kondo (2CK)
effect as suggested by Cox [8]. In the dilute limit of a few Pr3+ ions the interaction of each pseudospin with the itinerant
electrons might then be governed at low temperature by the non-Fermi liquid fixed point of the two-channel Kondo
model characterized by a residual entropy of kB

2 log 2 per ion. Close to this fixed-point, the quadrupolar pseudospin
susceptibility χQ, that characterizes the response of the pseudospin to an infinitesimally small pseudomagnetic field
HΓ3

, is logarithmically divergent with temperature, χQ ∼ log 1
T . A pseudomagnetic field is generated when the

quadrupolar symmetry of the Pr3+ environment gets broken. This is, for example, achieved by either a suitably
applied elastic strain or by the application of a magnetic field, where HΓ3 ∼ H2 for small fields H.

Elastic coupling to the local quadrupole moment

The Stevens operators can locally couple to the strain tensor of the crystal lattice εij(~r),

Hstrain =

∫
d~r

1

2
εij(~r)Cijklεkl(~r)− gΓ3

∑
α

[
O0

2,αεu(~rα) +O2
2,αεv(~rα)

]
− gΓ1

∑
α

O0
0,αεB(~rα) (S4)

where Cijkl is the elastic constant matrix and Oqk,α are the Stevens operator associated with the Pr3+ ion enumerated
by the index α and located at position ~rα. We have assumed for simplicity that the elastic coupling constants, gΓ3

and gΓ1
, are the same for all α. The Stevens operators O0

2,α and O2
2,α generate a local quadrupolar stress, whereas

O0
0,α = 1 generates a local isotropic stress. The crystal responds to the local stresses leading to a homogeneous and

inhomogeneous strain distribution.

Macroscopic strains induced by the Pr ions

In the following, we focus on the homogeneous macroscopic strain denoted by εij = 1
V

∫
d~rεij(~r). The macroscopic

eigenstrains and the corresponding elastic constants in a cubic system are listed in Table S1 where we adopt the
convention of the previous literature on Y1−xPrxIr2Zn20.

Symmetry Symmetry Strains Symmetry Elastic Constants

Γ1 εB = εxx + εyy + εzz (c11 + 2c12)/3

Γ3 εu = (2εzz − εxx − εyy)/
√

3 (c11 − c12)/2
εv = εxx − εyy (c11 − c12)/2

Γ5 εxy, εxz, εyz 4c44

TABLE S1. Symmetries, respective symmetry strains and symmetry elastic constants for cubic symmetry.
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Minimizing Eq. (S4) with respect to the macroscopic strains we obtain

εB =
gΓ1

nPr

(c011 + 2c012)/3
, εu =

gΓ3

(c011 − c012)/2

1

V

∑
α

〈
O0

2,α

〉
, εv =

gΓ3

(c011 − c012)/2

1

V

∑
α

〈
O2

2,α

〉
, (S5)

where nPr is the Pr density. The macroscopic strain induced by the Pr3+ ions is related to the thermal expectation
values 〈Oqk,α〉, and (c011 + 2c012)/3 and (c011 − c012)/2 are the background elastic constants with Γ1 and Γ3 symmetry,

respectively. Whereas the expectation value
〈
O0

0,α

〉
= 1 is trivial, the ones in the Γ3 channel are governed by the

thermal occupation of the non-Kramers doublet. Importantly, these expectation values 〈Oq2,α〉 will in general depend
themselves on both elastic coupling gΓ3

and the Kondo coupling JK . Moreover, they will also depend on the local
strain distribution at the site ~rα. Only after averaging over this strain disorder one obtains

εB ≈
nPrgΓ1

(c011 + 2c012)/3
〈O0

0〉, εu ≈
nPrgΓ3

(c011 − c012)/2
〈O0

2〉, εv ≈
nPrgΓ3

(c011 − c012)/2
〈O2

2〉, (S6)

with the Pr density nPr.
In general, a macroscopic strain along a certain direction specified by the unit vector n̂ is given by n̂iεij n̂j . In

particular, the strains along the cubic directions [100], [010] and [001] as well as along the diagonal [111] are related
to the eigenstrains via

∆L

L

∣∣∣∣
[001]

= εzz =
1

3
εB +

1√
3
εu, (S7)

∆L

L

∣∣∣∣
[100]

= εxx =
1

3
εB −

1

2
√

3
εu +

1

2
εv, (S8)

∆L

L

∣∣∣∣
[010]

= εyy =
1

3
εB −

1

2
√

3
εu −

1

2
εv, (S9)

∆L

L

∣∣∣∣
[111]

=
1

3
εB +

2

3

(
εxy + εzx + εyz

)
. (S10)

We singled out the [001] direction along which the magnetic field will be applied. In the absence of any internal or
external strains that break additional symmetries, we expect that the shear strains vanish εxy = εzx = εyz = 0. In
this case the strain along [111] is only sensitive to the bulk strain εB . In case the cubic symmetry is maintained for
zero magnetic field, the Γ3 doublet remains degenerate and 〈Oq2〉 = 0. In turn, this implies vanishing quadrupolar
strains εu = εv = 0, so that only the isotropic bulk strain εB will contribute to a finite expansion. A magnetic field
along H ‖ [001] leads to a tetragonal distortion via the elastic coupling resulting in a finite value for εu. The strain
εv still remains zero implying equivalent strains εxx and εyy within the plane perpendicular to the applied magnetic
field.

Evaluating the thermal average in Eqs. (S6) with the CEF Hamiltonian Eq. (S1) in zeroth order in the Kondo
coupling JK and treating the elastic coupling gΓ3 in Eq. (S4) in a mean-field approximation, one obtains a characteristic
dependence of the uniaxial strains on temperature and magnetic field that are shown as dashed lines in Fig. 1 of the
main text. Here, we used (c011 − c012)/2 = 52.771 GPa [17] and NPr = 0.101× 1027 m−3.

In Fig. S2 the CEF prediction for the quadrupolar thermal expansion, αu = ∂T εu, is shown indicating that at small
fields its temperature dependence is governed by the Curie-Weiss behavior, αu/H

2 ∼ ∂TχQ ∼ 1/T 2.

Influence of local strains

In the presence of finite local strains induced by crystal defects or inhomogeneities, the symmetry of the local Pr
environment will be broken which splits the non-Kramers doublet. This results in a finite expectation value of the
quadrupole moments, that for small strains is given by 〈O0

2,α〉 ≈ χQgΓ3
Quijε

loc
ij (~rα) and 〈O2

2,α〉 ≈ χQgΓ3
Qvijε

loc
ij (~rα).

Using Eq. (S5) we then obtain a contribution to the macroscopic quadrupolar strains

εu/v =
gΓ3χQgΓ3Q

u/v
ij

(c011 − c012)/2

1

V

∑
α

εloc
ij (~rα) (S11)
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FIG. S2. Quadrupolar thermal expansion αu = ∂T εu divided by (µ0H)2 versus temperature as predicted by the crystal field
Hamiltonian of Eq. (S1). The simulation parameters are the ones of single crystal with Y1−xPrxIr2Zn20 (x = 0.036).

where we abbreviated Qvij = δixδjx − δiyδjy, and Quij = 1√
3
(2δizδjz − δixδjx − δiyδjy). After disorder averaging, this

contribution vanishes by definition because
∫
d~rεloc

ij (~r) = 0. However, for a given strain distribution this might yield
a finite contribution that scales linearly with the Pr density εu/v ∼ nPrχQ and breaks the cubic crystal symmetry
even at zero magnetic field.

The Pr ions themselves will also give rise to local strain fields. In general, the local strains, εloc
ij = 1

2 (∂iuj + ∂jui),
are represented in terms of the displacement vector ui. Minimizing Eq. (S4) with respect to ui we obtain for the

displacement vector in Fourier space ui(~k)

−Cijklkjkkul(~k) =
∑
α

e−i
~k~rαikj

[
gΓ3

Qvij〈O0
2,α〉+ gΓ3

Quij〈O2
2,α〉+ gΓ1

δij

]
(S12)

where we used that 〈O0
0,α〉 = 1. In case the last term dominates and the quadrupolar expectation values 〈Oq2,α〉 can

be neglected, the Pr3+ ions induce a local strain field given by

ul(~k) = −igΓ1
D−1
ln (~k)kn

∑
α

e−i
~k~rα (S13)

where we introduced the dynamical matrix Dil(~k) = Cijklkjkk. The resulting local strain field is given by

εloc
ij (~r) = gΓ1

∫
d~k

(2π)3
Kij(~k)

∑
α

ei
~k(~r−~rα) = gΓ1

∑
α

K̃ij(~r − ~rα) (S14)

with the kernel Kij(~k) = 1
2 (kiD

−1
jn (~k)kn + kjD

−1
in (~k)kn) and its Fourier transform K̃ij . It captures the long-range

influence of the Pr impurities that is mediated by static strain fields.
Plugging this into Eq. (S11) we then obtain for the macroscopic quadrupolar strain

εu/v =
gΓ1g

2
Γ3
χQ

(c011 − c012)/2

1

V

∑
α,β

Q
u/v
ij K̃ij(~rα − ~rβ) = nPr

gΓ1g
2
Γ3
χQ

(c011 − c012)/2

∫
d~k

(2π)3
Q
u/v
ij Kij(~k)|z(~k)|2. (S15)

where we abbreviated z(~k) = 1√
NPr

∑
α e

i~k~rα with NPr being the number of Pr ions.

For wavevectors |~k|L � 1 much larger than the inverse linear system size and uniformly distributed positions of

Pr ions, z(~k) is a random complex number with a phase uniformly distributed on [0, 2π). After disorder averaging

|z|2 → 1, the above expression vanishes because the integral over wavevectors contains the quadrupolar matrix Q
u/v
ij .
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For a specific disorder configuration, however, the integral might be finite and for dimensional reasons it will scale as
1/a3

Pr where aPr is a characteristic length scale, that is expected to obey a3
Pr ∼ 1/nPr. This suggests that the static

local strains induced by Pr ions give rise to a macroscopic quadrupolar strain εu/v ∼ n2
PrχQ but with a prefactor

suppressed by two powers of the Pr density. For this reasons, the local strains induced by the Pr ions themselves
represents a sub-leading correction in the dilute limit.

These disorder induced corrections, that break the cubic symmetry even in zero field, could in principle lead to
systematic errors in our data analysis. In particular, care must be taken when identifying the bulk thermal expansion
from uniaxial thermal expansion measurements along a single cubic direction 〈100〉 at zero field, see the discussion of
Fig. 4 in the main text. Not only a small external stress from the sample holder but also the disorder might break the
cubic symmetry inducing a finite quadrupolar macroscopic strain with an anomalous T -dependence induced by the
response of the non-Kramers doublet. However, thermal expansion measurements along 〈111〉 will not be affected by
εu/v, see Eq. (S10). Disorder might induce a finite shear, e.g. εxy, but without coupling to the non-Kramers doublet
and, therefore, without the anomalous T -dependence due to the susceptibility χQ.

Anomalous bulk thermal expansion induced by quadrupolar Kondo correlations

In the following subsections, we focus on the limit of both vanishing applied stress and magnetic fields. The
linear coupling of the strain to the quadrupolar moment realizes an effective spin-boson model, and it is expected
that this interaction eventually quenches the residual entropy of the 2CK fixed-point. There are two candidates for
this quenching process: the degeneracy of the non-Kramers doublet is either lifted by dynamical strain fields, i.e.,
by phonons, or by static local strains. Both lead to a perturbative correction to the free energy that resembles a
high-temperature tail of a Schottky anomaly, however, here for the quench of the anomalous kB

2 log 2 entropy.
This process might be influenced by the application of a hydrostatic pressure. We will discuss possible thermody-

namic signatures in the bulk thermal expansion and the specific heat. Whereas both quantities are expected to show
an anomalous T -dependence, Grüneisen scaling is actually expected. Possible reasons for a large Grüneisen parameter
is discussed.

Renormalization of the elastic constant

Integrating out the electronic quadrupolar degrees of freedom, one obtains a correction to the Hamiltonian in second
order in the elastic coupling that reads for small strains

δHstrain = −
g2

Γ3
χQ

2

∑
α

(
εu(~rα)2 + εv(~rα)2

)
(S16)

where we assumed that the quadrupolar moments of distinct Pr3+ ions are uncorrelated. After disorder averaging,

δHstrain =

∫
d~r
(
−
g2

Γ3
nPrχQ

2

(
εu(~r)2 + εv(~r)

2
))

(S17)

this correction reduces to a renormalization of the elastic constant

c11 − c12

2
=
c011 − c012

2
− g2

Γ3
nPrχQ. (S18)

The disorder averaging should be justified for strains that vary on a length scale that is much larger than the
distance between Pr3+ ions. As the susceptibility χQ ∼ log 1

T diverges for low temperatures at the 2CK fixed-point,
the renormalized elastic constant is reduced and might eventually vanishes at ultralow temperatures indicating the
tendency towards a structural instability. The logarithmic T -dependence of this elastic constant has been confirmed
by ultrasound experiments [17].

Correction to the thermodynamics

The effective Hamiltonian (S16) will lead to a correction to the free energy density

δf = −1

2
g2

Γ3
nPrχQ〈ε2

E〉0 (S19)
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The finite expectation value 〈ε2
E〉0 might possess two different origins. First, it might arise from dynamic strain

fields, i.e., phonon excitations. For long-wavelength phonons we can use the disorder averaged Hamiltonian (S17) and
〈ε2
E〉0 ≡ 1

V

∫
d~r〈εu(~r)2 + εv(~r)

2〉0. At lowest temperatures, this expectation value then corresponds to the zero-point
fluctuations of phonons evaluated with the bare elastic constants. Second, it might arise from static local strain fields,

〈ε2
E〉0 = 1

NPr

∑
α

(
εu(~rα)2 + εv(~rα)2

)
induced by crystal defects and inhomogeneities, where NPr is the number of Pr

ions. In both cases, this yields a negative correction to the entropy

δS = −∂T δf =
1

2
g2

Γ3
nPr〈ε2

E〉0∂TχQ = −1

2
g2

Γ3
nPr〈ε2

E〉0AQ
1

T
. (S20)

where we used χQ ≈ AQ log 1
T with a constant AQ. This should be compared to the −1/T 2 behavior of the high-

temperature tail of a standard Schottky anomaly. This entropy entails a singular correction to both the specific heat
δC = T∂T δS and the volume thermal expansion δβ = −∂pδS as a function of T ,

δC =
1

2
g2

Γ3
nPr〈ε2

E〉0AQ
1

T
, δβ =

1

2

[
∂p

(
g2

Γ3
nPr〈ε2

E〉0AQ
)] 1

T
(S21)

where ∂p is the derivative with respect to hydrostatic pressure. The ratio of both yield a reduced Grüneisen parameter

δΓ =
δβ

δC
= ∂p log(g2

Γ3
nPr〈ε2

E〉0AQ) (S22)

that is determined by the pressure dependence of the product of characteristic parameters g2
Γ3
nPr〈ε2

E〉0AQ. In case
that, e.g., the main p-dependence arises from the elastic coupling gΓ3 , the reduced Grüneisen parameter reduces to
δΓ = ∂p log g2

Γ3
.

ANALYSIS OF THE EXPERIMENTAL DATA

Thermal expansion and Grüneisen parameter for H ‖ [001]

This section discusses the longitudinal and transverse thermal expansion coefficients that were measured for H ‖
[001]. Based on these two measurements, the volume and quadrupolar thermal expansion coefficients can be deduced.
In addition, the specific heat data, used for the calculation of the quadrupolar Grüneisen ratio, is presented.

Longitudinal, transverse, volume and quadrupolar thermal expansion

In order to deduce the quadrupolar and volume thermal expansion coefficients αu and β, which are shown in Fig.
1(a) and Fig. 4(a) of the main text, longitudinal (α‖ = α[001] ‖ H) and transverse (α⊥ = α[100],[010] ‖ H) thermal
expansion measurements were carried out for H ‖ [001].

Figure S3(a) and (b) shows the longitudinal (α‖) and transverse thermal expansion coefficients (α⊥) at various
magnetic fields together with CEF simulations, which were calculated by following the approach explicitly discussed
in section II. The quadrupole-strain coupling constant gΓ3

was determined at -28.9 K by fitting the simulated data to
the high field data at 10 T where the system is expected to be in the fully localized state. This value is comparable
to gΓ3 = −38.0 K [25] of pure PrIr2Zn20.

By using the longitudinal and transverse thermal expansion coefficients, the volume thermal expansion coefficient,
as shown in Fig. S3(c), is obtained

β = α‖ + 2α⊥. (S23)

By using α‖ and β, the quadrupolar thermal expansion coefficient αu then calculates with the help of Eq. (S7) as

αu =
√

3

(
α‖ −

1

3
β

)
, (S24)

which is presented in Fig. 1(a) of the main text.
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FIG. S3. Temperature dependence of the (a) longitudinal thermal expansion coefficient α‖ and (b) transverse thermal expansion
coefficient α⊥ together with CEF calculations for H ‖ [001]. (c) Temperature dependence of the volume thermal expansion
coefficient β = α‖ + 2α⊥ at different magnetic fields. The inset shows the temperature dependence of β = 3α[001] normalized
to the Pr-concentration x for three differently doped samples at zero magnetic field.

Grüneisen Parameter

In order to calculated the quadrupolar Grüneisen parameter plotted in Fig. 1(b) of the main text, the specific heat
data measured on a Y1−xPrxIr2Zn20 single crystal from the same batch as the one used for the thermal expansion
measurement, having a comparable Pr-concentration of x = 0.044, was used. The specific heat of this particular sample
has already been published in Refs. [5, 23]. Subsequently shown data was partially taken from Refs. [5, 23] (T >∼ 0.8)
and partially remeasured with a different setup to obtain higher resolved data down to lower temperatures (T < 0.8 K).
Figure S4 shows the 4f contribution to the molar specific heat as a function of temperature of Y1−xPrxIr2Zn20

(x = 0.044) at various magnetic fields H ‖ [001].
In zero magnetic field a quadrupolar nuclear contribution and a lattice contribution, determined from a reference

measurement on YIr2Zn20, were subtracted. For the data obtained in magnetic field, a magnetic nuclear Schottky
contribution was subtracted additionally. As outlined previously by Yamane et al. [5], this particular sample shows
a behavior C/T ∼ log 1/T in zero magnetic field consistent with the single-impurity quadrupolar Kondo scenario.

The molar volume, used for the calculation of the Grüneisen parameter, was determined by using the specific heat
sample’s lattice constant a = 14.197× 10−10 m and the number of formula units per unit volume Z = 8, as

Vm(x = 0.044) =
Vm × a3

Z
= 2.154024× 10−4 m3

mol
(S25)
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FIG. S4. Temperature dependence of the 4f contribution to the molar specific heat Cm at magnetic fields H ‖ [001] up to
4 T. The specific heat of this particular single crystal has already been shown in Ref. [5, 23] (except data at 1 T). The here
presented data was partially taken from Refs. [5, 23] (T ≥ 0.8 K) and partially remeasured (T < 0.8 K).

As no specific heat measurement was performed for µ0H = 0.5 T, the specific heat data at zero magnetic field was
used to calculate the quadrupolar Grüneisen parameter at 0.5 T. Fig. S4 shows that the specific heat at 0 T and
1 T are nearly identical, which suggests that Cm can be considered as nearly field independent for µ0H ≤ 1 T. This
justifies the use of the zero field specific heat for the calculation of Γu at 0.5 T. For all other Γu curves shown in Fig.
1(b) in the main text, thermal expansion and specific heat were measured at the same magnetic field. As pointed out
in Section I.A., by taking the error in the Pr content of the highly diluted samples into account, the Pr content of the
two single crystals employed for the dilatometry (x = 0.033 and x = 0.036) can be considered as the same as the Pr
content of the single crystal employed for the specific heat measurement (x = 0.044). Consequently, a normalization
of the thermal expansion and the specific heat to the Pr content was not necessary in order to calculate the Grüneisen
parameter.

Magnetostriction for H ‖ [001]

In this section we present the longitudinal and transverse magnetostriction coefficients measured for H ‖ [001]
on highly diluted Y1−xPrxIr2Zn20 (x = 0.036). From these measurements, the volume magnetostriction and the
quadrupolar magnetostriction can be determined. Finally, we discuss how the low temperature magnetostriction can
be employed to estimate the quadrupole susceptibility.

Longitudinal, transverse, volume and quadrupolar magnetostriction

To determine the volume and quadrupolar magnetostriction coefficients εB and εu of the the highly diluted
Y1−xPrxIr2Zn20, longitudinal ((∆L/L)‖ = ε‖ = ε[001] ‖ H) and transverse ((∆L/L)⊥ = ε⊥ = ε[100],[010] ⊥ H)
magnetostriction measurements were performed which are shown in Fig. S5. CEF calculation are shown as dashed
lines. The curves were calculated by use of the same CEF parameter W = −1.50 K and x = 0.537 by which also
the thermal expansion was simulated. For the background elastic modulus the value reported for highly diluted
Y1−xPrxIr2Zn20 in the Supplemental material of Ref. [17], namely (C11−C12)/2 = 52.771 GPa. The magnetostriction
analysis suggests a slightly larger quadrupole strain coupling constant of gΓ3 = −35.0 K than the thermal expansion
(gΓ3

= −28.9 K). The Pr density per unit volume is NPr(x = 0.036) = 0.101 × 1027 m−3. ε‖ and ε⊥ allow for the
calculation of the bulk strain εB = ∆V/V via the relation

εB = ε‖ + 2ε⊥. (S26)
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FIG. S5. (a) Longitudinal and transverse magnetostriction coefficients for H ‖ [001], measured on the highly diluted
Y1−xPrxIr2Zn20 single crystal with x = 0.036. (b) Volume magnetostriction determined from the longitudinal and trans-
verse magnetostriction shown in (a) via the relation ∆V/V = ∆L/L‖ + 2∆L/L⊥.

The bulk strain determined in this manner is shown in Fig. S5(b) as a function of magnetic field H ‖ [001] for various
temperatures. As compared to the longitudinal and transverse magnetostriction, the volume change is markedly small,
which is in line with the previous results on pure PrIr2Zn20 [25]. At the lowest measured temperatures, (∆V/V )
exhibits a small magnetic field dependence which is gradually suppressed as temperature increases. Thereby, (∆V/V )
changes the most at intermediate field ranging from 1 T to 3 T, which can be likely connected to the suppression of
the divergent volume thermal expansion in magnetic field. The field variation of (∆V/V ) at different temperatures
is similar to the one of the previously reported (c11 − c12)/2 elastic constant [17], providing further indication for a
possible coupling between volume strain and the quadrupole susceptibility via static or dynamic strain fields.

The quadrupolar magnetostriction εu, which is shown in Fig. 3 of the main text, can simply be calculated by using
Eq. (S7) as

εu =
√

3
(
ε‖ −

εB

3

)
. (S27)

Quadrupole susceptibility

Next, we briefly discuss the estimation of the quadrupole susceptibility from the magnetostriction data. As outlined
in the previous section, the expectation value of the quadrupole operator

〈
O0

2

〉
depends for small H quadratically on

magnetic field 〈
O0

2

〉
= χFQ(µ0H)2, (S28)

where χFQ ∼ χQ. This initial quadratic field dependence is thereby mainly generated by the mixing of Γ3 ground state
and the first excited Γ4 state in magnetic field. Plugging this into Eq. (S6) one obtains

εu =
NPrgΓ3

(c011 − c012)/2
χQ(µ0H)2. (S29)
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FIG. S6. εu as a function of (µ0H)2 at different temperatures to illustrate the quadratic field dependence of εu for small
H ‖ [001].

This suggests that the initial quadratic field dependence of εu measured at various temperatures, provides direct
access to the quadrupole susceptibility χQ. Fig. S6 shows εu versus (µ0H)2. By fitting the low field magnetostriction
with a linear regression that yields the initial slope m, we can then determine χQ at selected temperatures. For χQ

it follows

χQ =
(c011 − c012)/2

NPrgΓ3

m (S30)

In the inset of Fig. 3 of the main text, we also present χQ of two higher doped Y1−xPrxIr2Zn20 single crystals with
x = 0.09 and x = 0.49. As for these two samples the magnetostriction was only measured parallel to magnetic field,
χQ is determined by evaluating the strain parallel to magnetic field

ε‖ =
1√
3

NPrgΓ3

(C0
11 − C0

12)/2
χF

QH
2, (S31)

under the assumption that εv = 0 and that the field dependent contribution of the isotropic bulk strain εB is small as
compared to the uniaxial quadrupolar contribution εu. The former assumption is justified, as εu � εB for both the
highly diluted system with x = 0.036 and the pure system PrIr2Zn20 [25].


